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The Strange Power Dark Visions
If you were disappointed by the lack of a Doctor Strange cameo in WandaVision, especially after it
was teased by Vision himself, Paul Bettany, Marvel has now given a pretty good explanation. "Some
...
Doctor Strange cameo cut from WandaVision to avoid 'white guy' saving the day
STANDING in a TV studio unable to read the auto-cue, presenter Davina McCall feared she was
getting dementia and her career was about to crash down around her. For months she had suffered
...
Blurry vision and night sweats – the menopause made me feel like I was kicking heroin
again, says Davina McCall
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness is an intriguing movie for a long list of reasons, and it
looks like one of the alternate realities we'll be visiting will very familiar to Marvel fans.
DOCTOR STRANGE IN THE MULTIVERSE OF MADNESS May Be Taking Us To A Familiar
Alternate Reality - SPOILERS
Over the last 47 years, Stephen King has authored or co-authored 63 novels, 12 short story/novella
collections, and five non-fiction volumes, but everything started with Carrie. First developed as a ...
Adapting Stephen King's Carrie: Is The 1976 Horror Movie Still Queen Of The Prom?
Marvel Studios' web show WandaVision released on Disney Plus in January 2021. The Elizabeth
Olsen, Paul Bettany, Kathryn Hahn, Teyonnah Parris and Randall Park starrer, was declared a hit.
WandaVision almost had an appearance by Doctor Strange, Marvel boss Kevin Feige
reveals why the plan was changed
Marvel Studios’ WandaVision gave fans just about everything they were hoping to see in a TV show
starring Wanda Maximoff and Vision. The mind-bending series played out the sweet and tragic
romance ...
The Real Reason WandaVision Didn't Feature A Doctor Strange Cameo
But we don’t quite know who will be the next Big Bad in the absence of Thanos. It’s likely to take a
while to find out. Still, we figured we’d dive into some of the top candidates. Here are 12 options ...
Who's the next Thanos? Ranking Marvel's 12 candidates for the next big super villain
Doctor Strange and Wanda Maximoff will team up in "Doctor Strange In the Multiverse of Madness,"
but the Sorcerer Supreme almost arrived in Westview.
Doctor Strange scene was cut from the 'WandaVision' finale so a 'white guy' wouldn't
save the day
being forced to acknowledge her dark actions transforming the town of Westview into her own
personal TV sitcom world. She also did battle with witch Agatha Harkness. Meanwhile, the Vision
(Paul ...
WandaVision boss indicates Vision and Scarlet Witch could reunite
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"Avengers: Endgame" was the 22nd movie in the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Here's how the
leading heroes changed from their first appearances.
THEN AND NOW: How the 'Avengers: Endgame' heroes transformed from their first
appearances
New HBO/Sky Atlantic drama The Nevers introduces a sort of Victorian X-Men story, with a host of
unassuming people (usually women, but not exclusively) gaining strange afflictions or abilities ...
The Nevers: What are the Touched’s powers and what are their turns?
The death of Isshiki Otsutsuki kick-started a new plot, in which Isshiki's dying spirit taps his failed
vessel Code to complete Isshiki's vision of ... Eida's surprisingly strange powers quickly ...
Naruto Sets Up Boruto and Kawaki In A Twisted Love Triangle
Try out some of our favorite new and old iPad games this spring -- especially if you're in the market
for a new iPad Pro.
Looking for a new iPad game? These are the best ones we've played this year
The WandaVision team made the right decision by nixing the arrival of Doctor Strange to show
Wanda the way and save the day. Wanda's got this. Trust us. The post WandaVision Made the Right
Decision by ...
WandaVision Made the Right Decision by Cutting Doctor Strange. #ISaidWhatISaid.
In 2009, he pitched an idea to the city, urging them to turn dull utility boxes into works of art. That
vision was finally realized last weekend, when local artists — six of them BIPOC or ...
Who painted utility boxes in Providence? The story — and artists — behind them
This story was originally published by the Missouri Independent. This is part two of a collaboration
between The Missouri Independent and Reveal from The ...
The Ferguson Movement Is on the Cusp of Revolutionizing Political Power in St. Louis
A man of obvious personal integrity, he went from being the GOP presidential nominee in 2012,
widely respected and fairly popular with the base, to today being something of a persona non grata
among ...
The battle cry for a post-Trump GOP
Several weeks ago, Wanda Maximoff (Elizabeth Olsen) was once again forced to bid farewell to the
love of her life, Vision (Paul Bettany), in the season ... pieces and logic pieces of Scarlet Witch’s ...
WandaVision boss confident Wanda and Vision will reunite again: 'They've done this
before'
The commercial breaks in “WandaVision” were originally going to serve as messages sent from
Wanda to Doctor Strange.
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